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AbstractThe purpose of this study was to determine the struggle of the main characternamely Rocky in Don't Breathe Movie. The writer uses the descriptive qualitativemethod in analyzing the struggles of the main characters in Don't Breathe Moviewritten by Fede Álvarez. The procedures that the writer takes to get the results areobserving and understanding the movie, collecting data consisting of struggles,choosing theories to analyze data, analyzing data using theories, making conclusionsfrom the analysis, and finally compiling the final project. The results of this study arethe writer finds three types of struggle namely; struggle for life, struggle for loveand, internal struggle. The struggle of life when the main character in the moviesurvives with full force in any situation, the struggle of love when the character inthe movie has a feeling of love with other characters, the internal struggle when thecharacter in the movie has desires and problems in her life. This movie teacheshumans about how important is the struggle in life and never gives upthe maincharacter shows people that a struggle can be motivated by certain aspects.
Keyword: Struggle, Main Character, Struggle of Life, Struggle of Love, InternalStruggle.

IntroductionSome people have opinions that literature is just a matter of fun andenjoyment. This opinion is not completely right because literature is more thanjust fun and enjoyment. According to Hudson (1958) "Literature is the expressionof life through the medium of language. It can be considered as something essentialsince it contains about real life". It means that literature can be a portrait of humanlife because the content of literature, especially a novel, can be a description of theexperience of human nature that is reflected in the language. It can be said thatthere is a close relationship between literature and human life. Through literature,the writer can enrich our knowledge and experiences since literature is a reflectionof human life. So, reading simply doesn't enjoy the pleasure and excitement, but itcandig out meaning inside because literature is the medium for learning about life.There have been various attempts to define literature. Based on Kelley Griffith(2010) "Literature is not definable by properties, such as Rhyme, Meter, Plot,Setting, and Characterization". It assumes that the literature can be identified by
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how people use it. People use literature not to get things done but as objects ofpleasure in themselves.Based on Tabish Khair & Sebastien Doubinsky (2011) “To understand this wehave to state two obvious facts. First, literature is written in the language. Second,literature is not just about language". It means that literature is written in thelanguage of what is capable and will not be limited to language.A movie is a work of art in the form of moving images that are put together sothat formed into a story. The movie is also an important mass communicationmedia to provide information about the reality of life. According to Grant Horner(2010), state “Movie isperhaps the most perfect mirror. the statement shows thatwe haveto show ourselves what we are. But like all mirrors, the mirror of themovie is always in some sense, a distortion. The sense depends on each person tounderstand and know the situation.The characters are the people in the story or the novel. The characters makeup the central interest of many dramas or novels. Characters are also veryimportant in the story, it is can make the story keep moving, without charactersthe story cannot be performed as a literary work. The character can be a person,animal, or anything that can represent the story flow of the movie. According toRoback Abraham Aaron (2010) "Character is gifted only for the routine in lifeactuated mainly by habit. The character with judgment and reason in theforeground are known for their sagacity, pursuit of the economy, and practicalbent of mind." It means that character can be determined based on the habits ofeach individual.Joan Chittister (2005) stated, "Struggle is part of life. In fact, the struggle is anunavoidable part of life”. According to Cynthia A. Barnhart(2008) "Struggle is madegreat efforts with the body, try-hard, work hard, against difficulties". It means thatstruggle is an effort to get something against difficulties with the body, try-hard,and work hard.According to K.M. Johnson (2009) stated: "Struggle is an exertion, strain orendeavor".The struggle is working hard to achieve our goals and sometimes thereis a breakdown in the process. People just try to do their best for a better life toachieve our life goals.From the statement above, the writer concludes acharacter in the movie is apersonwho has a strong determination and struggles in her life. The struggleoccurs when a human being goes through temptation and tries to get out of theirown problems or a competition to get something and endeavor to get it by againstdifficulties and try hard until all is achieved.The struggle is an interesting thing in character. Many characters can showtheir struggle in the movie. Struggle shows the extent to which characters canachieve great effort. In this paper, the writer will analyze the main character'sstruggle in Don’t Breathe Movie. The reason is that the writer wants to know howthe main character's struggle to survive. Based on the above reasons, the writerchose The Struggle of Rocky to Survive in Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by FedeAlvarez as the title of the study.
Research MethodsIn this paper, the writer uses a qualitative descriptive method to analyze thisfilm, a descriptive qualitative method used by the writer in analyzing and exposingthe data obtained. According to Agung(2016)  “Descriptive qualitative research is
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one of the types of research included in this type of qualitative research. Thepurpose of this study is to reveal events or facts, circumstances, phenomena,variables, and circumstances that occur when the study takes place by presentingwhat happened. This research interprets and describes the data concerned withthe current situation, attitudes, and views that occur in a society, the conflictbetween two or more circumstances, the relationship between variables that arise,differences between existing facts and their influence on a condition, etc.”The analytical procedure is watching and understanding the film, collectingdata consisting of struggles, choosing theories to analyze data, analyzing data usingtheory, making the conclusion of the analysis, and the last is arranges the finalassignment.
Result and Discussion

Summary of the StoryRocky, Alex, and Money are three Detroit criminals who make a living bybreaking into homes and stealing stuff. Rocky wanted to move to California withher youngersister, Diddy. It is because Diddy is nurtured by her mother and heralcoholic mother.Money gets info from one of his contacts about an old man who lives in anabandoned Detroit neighborhood with more than $ 300,000 in cash in his house.  itwas given to him as a settlement after his daughter was killed in a car accident. Itwas said that the man was a war veteran. He lives alone after his daughter waskilled in a car accident. After some deliberation, they (Money, Alex, and Rocky)decide to break into the house at night, after stalking it out during the day anddiscovering that the man is in fact blind.At night, Rocky, Alex, and Money came into the house. They found that all theentrances locked, Rocky saw that there was a window without a trellis that wouldfit her into the house. Rocky enters the house through the window and lets Alexand Money in. They search the house for the money but are unable to find it. Theythought it must be behind a locked door. Money shoots the lock. The noise wakesup the Blind Man, who quickly disarms Money and kills him with his own gun.Rocky hides in a closet, where she sees the Blind Man open a safe to check on hismoney. After he leaves, Alex finds Rocky in the closet, and they open the safe andtake the money, amazed to discover at least $1 million inside. Meanwhile, the BlindMan discovers two pairs of shoes downstairs and realizes that Money was not theonly intruder. There are others trapped in the house and try to get out of thehouse.Rocky and Alex avoided the Blind man and entered the basement. There, theyfound a woman who's been chained up to the wall. the woman shows them anewspaper article. It reveals that her name is Cindy, and she's the woman whoaccidentally killed the Blind Man's daughter, but she was acquitted.Rocky and Alexrelease her and try to escape toward the cellar door. Unfortunately, the Blind Manis there when they open it. He shoots at Rocky and Alex with Money's gun butmistakenly kills Cindy instead. He weptbitterly over her body. Because Cindy wascarrying his child to replace the one she killed.Rocky and Alex rushed back to the basement while the man turned off thelights, knocking him into the dark. After a difficult struggle, Alex hits the man andthey run upstairs.
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After blocking the basement door. They fled to the room, where they weretrapped by a barred window. Rocky came out of the room through the ventilationduct, while the dog who woke up attacked Alex. After that, the dog chased Rockythrough the vent, and she is captured by Blind Man. Rocky woke up in thebasement, chained in the same spot as Cindy. She tells the Blind Man that this willnot bring his daughter back. He says that is not entirely true. Cindy was carrying achild to replace for the one she killed, and he would have let her go once she gavebirth. He says that Rocky must take Cindy’s place.He prepares to impregnateRocky, but luckily, Alex has gotten up and grabbed a hammer. He beats the BlindMan over the head and frees Rocky. They handcuff the man to a pole.Rocky and Alex tried to pass the front door.However, The Blind Manreawakens, escapes his restraints, and shoots Alex, but Rocky escapes outside,pursued by the dog.Although she manages to trap the dog in her car trunk, she iscaptured again by the Blind Man and brought back to his house.Rocky disorientsthe Blind Man by setting off his house's loud alarm system, then beats him with acrowbar and pushes him into the basement. Believing he was dead, Rocky took themoney and left the house before the police arrive. Rocky is now with Diddy at theDetroit airport, ready to start their new life. Rocky then sees a news report on TV,stating that the Blind Man was found aliveand killed two intruders in his house.Thefilm ends as Rocky and Diddy leave through the departures gate.
Analysis of the Story
Don't Breathe is a 2016 American horror thriller movie directed by FedeÁlvarez, and co-written by Álvarez and Rodo Sayagues. The film stars Jane Levy,Dylan Minnette, Daniel Zovatto, and Stephen Lang. The film premiered at South bySouthwest on March 12, 2016, and was theatrically released on August 26, 2016,by Screen Gems and Stage 6 Films. The genre of this movie is crime, horror, andthriller. This movie is suitable for teens and adults because it contains violence.The writer is interested to analyze the story of Don't Breathe movie that discussedhow the struggles appear and kinds of struggle contained in the movie. The writerfound three kinds of struggle there areinternal struggle, a struggle of life and astruggle of love.
Rocky's Struggle Appears in The Don’t Breathe Moviea. When Rocky wants to take her sister away from homeRocky, Alex, and Money are planning to rob at a blind man's house. BecauseRocky needs money to take her sister away from Detroit.

Source: Don’tBreathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez (06.51-08.15)
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Figure IRocky with Alex and MoneyMoney : "The story goes. Some preppy girl a few years ago ran over thisguy's daughter. The daughter dies and his preppy rich-assfamily…pays him off…gives him a big-ass settlement”Alex : "Settlement?"Money : “Blow me, Your Honor. All right, this guy is sitting on at least…300K.Boom. I mean, if I deliver this stake to Raul, man…he will shit hispants ”Rocky : “Do you think the money’s in the house?”Money : “I don’t know. Let’s go find out”Alex : “Guys, no. we don’t do cash. Above 10K it’s major larceny. Thatmeans 10 years if we get caught.”Rocky : “We won’t get caught”Alex : “Okay and then what? They’ll do an Investigation. My dad could getin trouble”Money : “I knew you’d bitch out man. I just knew it”Rocky : “Alex, if we do this right, we never have to do it again. (Alex get up)Where are you going?”Alex : “We’re not doing this one”. (Walk left Rocky and Money)Rocky : “Seriously?”Money : “Give us the fucking keys, man. We’ll fucking do itRocky : “Alex”(When Alex arrived at home he got a message from Rocky, which contains“I NEED TO GET HER OUT OF HERE. PLEASE DO THIS FOR ME?’)In this scene, when Rocky gathers with Alex and Money talk about stealingmoney. Moneywho heard that there was a house that kept more than threethousand dollars in cash, told Alex and Rocky. Money and Rocky plan to rob themoney, but Alex disagrees with the idea because of the huge amount of money andfear that his father will get into trouble if the police conduct an investigation. Notlong after Alex at home, he got a message from Rocky.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concludes that Rocky willstruggle to get the money after she heard from Money that there was a house thatsaved more than three thousand dollars in money. Rocky plans to rob the house toengage her sister away from her mother.b. When Alex asks about Rocky's new tattooAlex asks about Rocky's new tattoo and she tells Alex the story of her ladybugtattoo.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez (11.35-11.54)
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Figure IIRocky talked about the new tattooAlex : “Is that a new tattoo?”Rocky : “Yeah. I got it last night”Alex : “Is that a…?”Rocky : “Ladybug”Alex : “Why ladybug?. What?”Rocky : “When my dad left, my mom started drinking. And she told me that,My dad’s leaving was all my fault. And I missed him a lot, so I'dcry.she got so fed up with her crying, that she would lock me in thetrunk of her car. Sometimes for hours. But there was this, um.. a littlehole in the trunk and one time a ladybug flew in keep me company. Itmade me feel safe. When I reach California, I'm gonna color thistattoo and that’s the last time I will mark my body.”Alex : “If we get this money, I’m going away with you guys.”Rocky : “I know you will.”In this scene, Alex sees a new tattoo in the hands of Rocky asking her if it is anew tattoo and why it should be ladybugs. Rocky explained to Alex about hertattoo that led to the incident in Rocky's childhood. When Rocky is crying becauseshe missed her father and how her mother treated her rudely.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concludes that Rocky hadstruggled to survive even though her mother abused her since she was a child.c. When Rocky and Alex Trapped Inside The Blind Man's HouseRocky, Alex, and Money are in the blind man’s house. Money was shot by theblind man and died. Rocky saw the incident and she was very scared.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez (35.27-35.50)Figure IIIRocky and Alex are hiding(Alex gets a message from Rocky that says: "HE SHOT MONEY. SO SCARED PLZHELP ME.”)Alex : “Hei Rocky are you okay? Maybe…we should call the cops before hedoes. We’ll come clean”Rocky : “Wait” (Rocky opened the safe and took all the money)
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Alex : "What? Oh, my god. There's a lot more than 300 grand in there.That's got to be a million dollars”Rocky : “Okay, let’s get out of here”Alex : “The storm cellar door. The door’s bolted from the inside. Thatcould be our way out”Rocky : “Let’s go”In this scene Rocky and Alex are already inside the house and hiding in thecloset, Alex suggests calling the police after learning that Money was shot dead bythe blind man, but Rocky asks Alex to wait and take the money. Alex is shocked bythe amount of money available and they plan to get out of the blind man's housethrough a cellar that is connected to the door of the storm warehouse after theytake the money saved by the blind man.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concludes that after Rockysaw Money being shot by the blind man and saw the password from the blindman's safe then took all the money in it. Rocky and Alex would go out of the house.Rocky struggles to takes the money and agrees with Alex’s idea to leave the housethrough the storm cellar door.d. When the blind man realizes that more than one person enters his houseWhen they arrived in the basement, they were startled by a woman chained tothe wall and Alex planned to leave her.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez(42.00-45.00)Figure IVAlex and Rocky are surprisedAlex : “We need to get the fuck out of here right now. Come on. Let’s go.Look the door’s right here”Rocky : “What?”(Rocky saw the woman holding a newspaper article andread it)Alex : “Rocky? Rocky. Listen, listen. Hey, that’s our exit. The door’s rightfucking there. We can leave right now”Rocky : “She’s the one who killed his daughter. We have to get her out ofhere”Alex : “NO, no. Rocky, we don’t have time. We’ll get out of here, and call
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the cops. And then they’ll come to find her, all right?. (the womanpointed at a safe not far from her) The code from the safe upstairs.You remember it?”Rocky : “Uhmm.. 2978”Alex : “2-9-7-8. Okay, got them” (Alex gets the key)Rocky : “He’s coming. Hurry up. (Alex manage to open the handcuffs thattied her) I don’t care what you did. I’ll get you out of here”Alex : “Go!, go, go”In this scene, Rocky and Alex who escape to the basement meet a woman whois confined by the blind man. Rocky and Alex are freaked out and almost leave heruntil the woman holds up a newspaper article. It reveals that her name is Cindyand that she’s the woman who accidentally killed the Blind Man’s daughter, but shewas acquitted. Rocky and Alex free her and carry her toward the cellar door.Unfortunately, the Blind Man is there when they open it. He fires the gun andstrikes Cindy in the face, killing her.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concluded that Rockystruggles to help the woman to take her out of the place.e. When Rocky and Alex hid from the blind man in the basementRocky and Alex hid from the blind man in the basement. They struggle to avoidthe blind man and try to get out of the house.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez(42.00-45.00)Figure VRocky and Alex in the basementAlex : “We have to go back upstairs. Listen, okay? These keys theymatch the locks on the front door, all right? If we get up there, wecan get out. Okay? Let’s go, now” (Alex and Rocky ran to avoid theblind man. Then The Blind Man turns off the lights in the basement)Rocky : “Shit. Alex?” (Rocky almost touches the Blind Man until Alex callsher name)Alex : “Rocky? (The Blind Man catches Alex and tries to shoot) Pleasedon’t. No, please.(but his gun is empty. Alex pushes a shelf down onhim, trapping him). Rocky?”Rocky : “Alex! Alex.”Alex : “Okay, let’s go. Let’s go. This way. This way, come on, come on, comeon. Rocky,okay. Oh, come on. Where am I? Where is it? Light. I seelight! Come on, come on.”
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In this scene, Alex picks up the blind man’s keys and decides to try and make itback to the front door. As he and Rocky head back upstairs, the Blind Man turns offthe lights in the basement, leaving them all in total darkness. Rocky and Alex feelaround for each other as the man shoots the gun. Rocky almost touches the BlindMan until Alex calls her name. The Blind Man catches Alex and tries to shoot, buthis gun is empty. Alex pushes a shelf down on him, trapping him. He and Rocky runupstairs.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concludes that Rockystruggles to go upstairs to escape from the Blind Man.f. When Rocky and Alex escape from TheBlindManAlex and Rocky are pursued by the blind man dogs.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez(51.10-54.40)Figure VIRocky and Alex are trapped in the room
Alex : “Rocky! Rocky. Run, now. Go, go, go! Upstairs now. Go. Go, go! Gohurry, hurry. There’s a door! Come on! Let’s go. Hey! Move this.(They move the cupboard to block the door) Come on. Are thoseblocks up too?”Rocky : “Yeah”Alex : “ We’re trapped in here. Rocky, the remote, do you have it with you?Come on,” (Rocky gives the remote to Alex) “okay”Rocky : “What are you doing?Alex : “I’m pressing the panic button. If I manage to get in a rage, thesystem will call 911 and police will come”Rocky : “No. Wait we can’t go to jail”Alex : “No. No, we won’t. okay? This is robbery versus kidnapping andmurder. The police won’t care about us or why we were there in thefirst place would have helped them get this guy”Rocky : “But then we wouldn’t keep the money” (Blind man shooting at thedoor)Alex : “We need to get out of this room” (Rocky pointed at the vent)Rocky : “Up there”Alex : “Go!”Rocky : “Alex!” (look towards Alex)
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Alex : “What are you doing? Go!”In this scene when Alex and Rocky run upstairs, they meet a dog of blind manwho get up and are ready to attack them. They run away from dogs andunfortunately they are trapped in a room. The conversation above shows that theyare indoors when blind people chase them. Alex tried to block the door, he askedRocky to call 911 automatically with a remote system. Then he asked Rocky toescape through the air hole before the blind man caught them.Based on the picture and dialogue above, the writer concludes that Rockystruggles to find a way out and escape from the room through the air hole.g. When Rocky was chased by TheBlindMan dogRocky runs out of the blind man’s house. She tries to get the car but she can notfind the key.

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez (1.16.50-1.17.00)Figure VIIRocky in the carIn this scene when Rocky manages to run out of the house she is chased by theblind man dog. Rocky who ran toward the parked car, was trapped because she didnot find the car key in it. While the dog is still outside watching her. Rocky isfrustrated because she did not find the car key, trapping the dog into the carthrough the trunk so she can get out of the car through the door.Based on the picture above, the writer concludes that Rocky struggles to find away to escape from the dog by trapping a dog in a carh. When Rocky is caught again by TheBlindManRocky feels guilty and sorry when she sees Alex has died

Source: Don’t Breathe Movie Directed by Fede Alvarez (1.19.22-1.20.00)
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Figure VIIIRocky pressed the alarm buttonIn this scene, Rocky is caught again by the blind man and sees Alex who hasdied feeling guilty and sorry. Then her attention was diverted towards the remotecontrol remote then pressed the emergency call, causing the alarm to disturb theblind man. She grabbed a crowbar and hit the Blind Man in the head several timesuntil he fell into the basement and has his gun go off, shooting him in the side.Rocky takes the money and leaves the house before the police show up.Based on the picture above, the writer concludes that Rocky struggles toescape from the blind man and defeat him by ringing the alarm to bother him andhit him with a crowbar.
RESULTSStruggle of LifeThe analyze kinds of struggle, the writer use theory from Sam Robert (2001)“Struggle of life is when the main character in the movie or film, they survive intheir life with full power in anything situation”. The struggle of life that occurs inthis movie is when the main character namely Rocky is trapped in the house andshe is hunted by the blind man.Struggle of LoveThe analyze kinds of struggle, the writer use theory from to HofnerStein(2004) "Struggle of love is when the character in the movie that has a lovestory whit others character. In the movie usually more show detail about maincharacter whit his or her soul mate". The struggle of love that occurs in this movieis when the main character or Rocky wants to invite his sister to move from thecity of Detroit to California to stay away from her sister from her mother who has abad influence on her sister.Internal StruggleThe analyze kinds of struggle, the writer use theory from Stephen Harrison(2012) "Internal struggle includes conflict arising within ourselves, the sources ofwhich include our attitude, desire, choice, understanding or interpretation of life,habits, attachment to people or situations, and our expectation of how things oughtto be." Based on the statement above, the internal struggle is a struggle that comesfrom of individual’s desire and individual’s problems in life.The internal struggle occurs in this movie when the main character or Rockyhas a conflict with herself and her mother. She feels sad because her motherblames her. Her mother said that her father leaving because of Rocky's fault. Andher mother abuses her since she was achild.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONConclusionEntertainment is one that keeps people entertained and happy like watching amovie and then exploring it with an even more dramatic imagination, observerswill be surprised to become a special segment. So, people can enjoy the movie butalso understand the conversation in the movie.
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The struggle of life that occurs in this movie is when the main characternamely Rocky is trapped in the house and she is hunted by a blind man.The struggle of love that occurs in this movie is when the main character orRocky wants to invite his sister to move from the city of Detroit to California tostay away from her sister from her mother who has a bad influence on her sister.The internal struggle occurs in this movie when the main character or Rockyhas a conflict with herself and her mother. She feels sad because her motherblames her. Her mother said that her father leaving because of Rocky's fault. Andher mother abuses her since she was a child.As a result of the main character's struggle, the main character shows that shecan prove that she managed to get out alive from the house of the blind man andthen bring his sister away from Detroit.They give people a lot of lessons that we can take after watching this movie forexample: don't underestimate others even though they have shortcomings.
SuggestionBased on research from struggles type in Don’t BreatheMovie in How to beSingle movie, the writer has some suggestions as follows.For further research, if researching struggle and the types of struggle in themovie, researchers should explain more about the types of struggles andunderstand them. Researchers must further understand what struggle is in thebroadest sense, the struggle of life, struggle of love, and internal struggleresearchers have to know about it. The writer hopes that this article can help thenext researcher who wants to take the same topic.For readers, the writer hopes this article can help the reader in understandingwhat is the meaning of struggle and understanding of each of the meanings of thetype of struggle that has been described by researchers in this paper. The writeralso hopes that readers can take positive lessons from the movie that everyonemust struggle to survive  in their life in a good way
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